Molecular structures of Chemical Mixtures
: The molecular structures of several lower hydrates of CM1 obtained from the GGA-DFT calculations. Bond lengths < 2.5 Å and > 2.5 Å are represented as continuous and broken lines, respectively. Blue broken lines represent intra-molecular hydrogen bond lengths (in Å). The Bader atomic charges are also displayed. Figure S4 : The molecular structures of several higher hydrates of CM2 obtained from the GGA-DFT. Bond lengths < 2.5 Å and > 2.5 Å are represented as continuous and broken lines, respectively. Blue broken lines represent intra-molecular hydrogen bond lengths (in Å). The Bader atomic charges are also displayed.
Tabulated bond lengths and Bader charges Figure S5 : The molecular structures of anhydrous CM1 and CM2 used for summarizing the bond lengths and atomic charge data from the GGA-DFT. Color code is similar to molecular structure. Figure S9: The molecular structure of several higher hydrates of CM2 used for summarizing the bond lengths and atomic charge data from the GGA-DFT. Color code is similar to molecular structure. 
Gibbs free energy calculations
The Gibbs free energy (G) of a molecule at given pressure (p) and temperature (T ) is defined as:
Where E tot is the total energy term and T S tot is the configurational entropic term. The total energy can be further partitioned as:
Where E rot , E trans , E vib , E ZP E , and E gr are the rotational, translational, vibrational, zero point energy and electronic ground state energy contributions, respectively. Similarly, the total entropy of the system (S tot ) can be partitioned as:
Where, S trans , S rot , and S vib are the translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions of the entropy. The translational, rotational and vibrational contributions to the entropy of a molecule can be estimated from the optimized geometry, harmonic frequency, temperature and pressure under ideal polyatomic gas assumption. Figure S10 : Equilibrium product concentrations for the thermolysis (dehydration/hydrolysis) of the higher hydrates of CM1 and CM2 at various temperatures and constant partial pressure of hydrate, p o = 1 atm.
